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Abstract: Data mining is the task of exploring
new pattern from the huge database.
Dimensionality
reduction
or
dimension
reduction (DR) is the measure of condensing the
number of attributes under required condition.
It is of two types: they are feature extraction
(FE) and feature selection (FS).FE alters the
high dimensional space into fewer dimensions
whereas, FS captures a subset of compatible
variables or attributes. Many numbers of
algorithms are used for dimensionality
reduction. Nowadays DR is used in number of
applications for getting efficient results. The
main objective of this paper is to provide the
complete study about the dimensionality
reduction concepts,, Basic methods, Techniques
and applications.

general classification regions and rules to achieve
better performances on new data [5]. Statistical and
machine reasoning methods faced a formidable
problems when dealing with such high dimensional
data and normally the number of input variables is
reduced before a data mining algorithm can be
successfully applied [4].The motivation of DR is to
analyze the diminished set of features which
predict the result. In machine learning process the
time for training the dataset expands the number of
features.
The remaining portion is organized as follows:
Section 2 tells about the various methods used for
dimensionality reduction, Section 3 defines about
the techniques used in dimensionality reduction,
Section 4 illustrates the dimensionality reduction
algorithms and Section 5 defines about the various
fields where the reduction is used. Conclusion is
given in section 6.
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II.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Dimensionality reduction is an important task in
machine learning which facilitates clustering,
classification, compression, and visualization of
high-dimensional data by mitigating undesired
properties of high-dimensional spaces [1]. The
problem with the high dimensional data is that, it
uses number of features for performing various
techniques
like
classification,
clustering,
association rule, etc. For these techniques some of
the features are not important, hence
dimensionality reduction is used in order to reduce
the features of the data without the loss of any data.
Dimensionality reduction can be beneficial not
only improving the computational efficiency but
also it improves the accuracy of the analysis [2].
Dimension reduction has a long history as a
method for data visualization and for extracting
low dimensional features from higher dimensions
[3].There are two different techniques in
dimensionality reduction: they are feature
extraction and feature reduction. DR has been used
for number of purposes like projection of data,
compression and noise removal. Removing
uninformative or dis-informative data columns
might indeed help the algorithm to find more

METHODS OF DIMENSIONALITY
REDUCTION

There are seven different methods that have been
applied in the data analytical space. They are
illustrated in the Figure1.In most of the times the
huge amount of data in data analytical process does
not work well. So dimensionality reduction is
applied to the large data. The methods of
dimensionality reduction define about the reduction
of data elements illustrated in Figure.1.
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done. One approach to dimensionality reduction is
to generate a large and carefully constructed set of
trees against a target attribute and then use each
attribute’s usage statistics to find the most
informative subset of features [5]. The score is
calculated using level of the candidates and it
defines about the relative attributes which are most
predictive. A shallow tree has been generated for
ensembling and here each tree is trained on the
fraction of all attributes. If the particular attribute is
selected as the best split one then the informative
features are retained.

Fig. 1. Methods of Dimensionality Reduction
A. Missing values
The data column with enormous amount of missing
values is calculated and then they are removed. The
numbers of missing values are calculated using
either statistical node or group node. The statistical
nodes are used for the analysis of data and the
group node is used in the techniques of DR. The
missing values larger than the threshold are
collected and then they are removed. If the
threshold value found is larger than the original
values then the reduction will be aggressive. The
missing values are calculated using the formula
which is shown in Figure.2. In KNIME tool the
missing value node calculates the ratio of the
missing values is calculated by number of missing
values divided by the total number of rows.

E. Backward Feature Elimination
The Backward Feature Elimination loop performs
dimensionality reduction against a particular
machine learning algorithm [5]. It is a simple
iterative method and in each method the selected
classification algorithm is performed for number of
input features. Then one input feature is removed
and the model is trained for (n-1) input features for
number of times. The input feature with large
number of error rate, after the removal of feature is
recognized and they are eliminated. Then they are
repeated for number of iterations like n-2, n-3, etc
to find the larger error rate. The Backward Feature
Elimination Filter finally visualizes the number of
features that are kept at each iteration and the
corresponding error rate [5].This method can only
be applied to the small number of dataset.

RATIO OF MISSING VALUES=NUMBER OF
MISSING VALUES/TOTAL NUMBER OF
ROWS
Fig. 2. Formulae for Missing Values
B. Low Variance Filter
The variance of the data is calculated to find the
number of information about the data column. In
the limit case where the column cells assume a
constant value, the variance would be 0 and the
column would be of no help in the discrimination
of different groups of data [5]. The data column
lower than the threshold values of the data are
filtered and then they are removed. The filter is
applied to the data to find the low variance. First
normalization is done to all the columns to find the
lower variance.

F. Forward Feature Elimination
Similarly to the Backward Feature Elimination
approach, a Forward Feature Construction loop
builds a number of pre-selected classifiers using an
incremental number of input features [5]. The
forward feature loop opens with one feature and
other feature is added to it for every iterations.
Both forward and backward are very expensive and
computationally high. Running the optimization
loop the best cutoffs in terms of lowest number of
columns and best accuracy were determined for
each one of the six dimensionality reduction
methods and for the best performing model [6].

C. High Correlation Filter
The feature which are given as input are often
correlated i.e. the features are dependent to one
another and they too have same information. A data
column with values highly correlated to those of
another data column is not going to add very much
new information to the existing pool of input
features [5]. To reduce the correlated column, the
correlation is measured using the linear correlation
node between couple of columns. If any highly
correlated column is present between the pair the
particular data is removed. Correlation matrix is
taken as input to the correlation filter. Filtering
highly correlated data columns requires uniform
data ranges again which can be obtained with a
Normalize node [5].

III.

TECHNIQUES IN DIMENSIONALITY
REDUCTION

There are two different major techniques used in
dimensionality reduction. They are feature
selection and feature extraction
A. Feature Selection
In machine learning and statistics, feature selection
(FS), also known as variable selection or attribute
selection or variable subset selection and it is the
process of selecting a subset of relevant features
(variables, predictors) for use in model construction
[7].This technique has three different reasons: They
are Interpretation of model to make them efficient

D. Ensemble Trees
Ensemble trees are also known as random forest.
For effective classification feature, selection is
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and simple for the users, Less training time and
Reduction
of
variance
for
strengthened
generalization. Feature selection is applied to the
domains with larger features and chooses the
feature according to the objective function. A
feature selection algorithm can be seen as the
combination of a search technique for proposing
new feature subsets along with an evaluation
measure which scores the different feature subsets
[7].Ever subset of the feature is tested separately to
minimize the error or noise rate. Feature selection
is classified into three different classes: they are
embedded, filter and wrapper method. The classes
of feature selection are shown in Figure.3.



The number of observations are
inadequate when the over fittings are
increased.
Larger the variable, the computation time
is increased.

Here the subset feature is generated using the
search method and the performance is calculated.
Wrapper method uses search algorithm for
selecting the subset. Alternative search-based
techniques are based on targeted projection
pursuit which finds low-dimensional projections of
the data that score highly: the features that have the
largest projections in the lower-dimensional space
are then selected [7]. The flow of wrapper method
is illustrated in Figure5.

Fig.5. Wrapper Method
Search Approaches
 Exhaustive search
 Best first search
 Simulated annealing
 Genetic algorithm
 Greedy forward selection
 Greedy backward selection
 Scatter search
 Variable neighborhood search

Fig.3. Feature Selection Methods
A.1 Filter Method
In filter method, the variables are selected based on
the model used. They are based only on general
features like the correlation with the variable to
predict [7]. Filter method contains the minimum
interesting variables. Other variables will be used
for either classification or regression models. These
methods work efficiently under time consumption.
It is only used as a preprocessing method and they
choose the redundant variable because they do not
matter the relationship between the variable. The
flow of this class is proposed in Figure4. In this all
the features are taken and from that the best subsets
are chosen and the algorithms for further tasks are
applied to it to find the performance.

A.3 Embedded Method
Recently, embedded methods have been proposed
to reduce the classification of learning [7]. To form
the embedded class, the advantages of filter and
wrapper classes are used. Many embedded feature
selection methods have been introduced during the
last few years unifying theoretical framework has
not been developed to date[8].The learning
algorithm takes their own variable selection
algorithm. The flow is shown in Figure6. This
method is varied from other feature selection
method

Fig. 4. Filter Method
A.2 Wrapper Method
Unlike the filter approach wrapper method
calculates the subset of variables to encounter the
interaction between the variable. There are two
disadvantages of wrapper method, they are
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Many different algorithms are used for performing
in dimensionality reduction process.

Fig.6. Embedded Method
The parameterized function has been shown in
Figure7 which defines the function F to find the
vector a, let X be the variable R defines the relation
between the variable X and the vector α. Embedded
method takes the set of all features as the input and
selects the best subset by generating the subset to
find the performance of the method. In this method
the features are added or removed iteratively to
find the subset.

A. PRINCIPAL COPMPONENT ANALYSIS
(PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical
procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to
convert a set of observations of possibly correlated
variables into a set of values of linearly
uncorrelated variables called principal components
[10]. The count of principal component is lower or
equal to the original features. The Eigen vector,
Eigen value and covariance matrix is found in
order to perform PCA.

F: R (α, X) → f (α, X)

Z=∑𝒏𝒊=𝟏 𝒂I Xi

Fig.7. Formulae for parameterized function
B. Feature Reduction
In feature reduction, the data of high dimensional
space are transformed into lower dimensional
space. Transforming the data is done in linear
method or non linear method. The main linear
technique for dimensionality reduction performs a
linear mapping of the data to a lower-dimensional
space in such a way that the variance of the data in
the low-dimensional representation is maximized.
In order to reduce the features the correlation
coefficient is calculated by finding the Eigen
vectors and Eigen values. In this model the relevant
features for the class is selected by eliminating the
redundant features. The feature reduction is done
with four aspects which are defined in Figure.10.

In which Xi is the ith variables where i=1, 2, 3, 4, p
is the linear coefficient of Z which is denoted in
matrix and places ad a1Ta1=1.Here, a1 vector
maximizes the variance and here Z is called the
first principal component. The matrix C=Cov(X) is
the covariance matrix of X. The Eigen value λi is
calculated by determining the equation.

det(C-λI)
=0
The Eigen vector is defined to be the column of the
matrix X.C=A D AT. Where
𝜆1
D= 0
0

STEP 1: X

0
𝜆2
0

0
0
𝜆3

Create N×d data matrix with one row

vector xn per data point
STEP 2: X subtract mean from each row vector xn in X
STEP 3: Σ

Covariance matrix of X

STEP 4: Find eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Σ
Fig. 8. Aspects of Feature Extraction
First, the features are taken/constructed as input
and then the subset of the features are extracted
from the original features in which the redundant
features are eliminated and the similar features are
extracted using the algorithms such as PCA, SVD,
LDA, etc. Then the filters use criteria not involving
any learning machine for example a relevance
index based on correlation coefficients or test
statistics. Then the filters are used to estimate the
feature value.
IV.

STEP 5: Principal Component

the M eigenvector

with largest eigenvalues.
Fig.9. PCA Algorithm
PCA algorithm is applied to large dataset for
efficient result. The algorithm is shown in the
figure.9. In this algorithm first takes the high
dimensional data matrix as input which then
calculates the mean for the data matrix and then it
is subtracted with each row vector of the data
matrix. Then the covariance is found to find the
Eigen vector and Eigen value in which the highest

ALGORITHM
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Eigen value column is taken as output and that
features are extracted. The principal components
are orthogonal because they are the eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix which is symmetric and it is
sensitive to the relative scaling of the original
variables [10]. PCA is used as a tool to compose
predictive model. The outcome of this algorithm is
defined as factor score.

separates two or more classes of objects or
events[21]. In this the class can be separated by
discriminant analysis. Ronald A. Fisher formulated
the Linear
Discriminant in
1936
[22].The
discriminates can be found by coefficient. The
discriminant function is used to calculate
discriminant. In this, Di is linear combination, Xk is
predicted variable.
𝒑

B. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
In linear model SVD is a type of factorization for
the complex model.SVD is most only used in
applications like signal processing and statistics.
The SVD of an a × b complex or real matrix M is
decomposition of the form M = UΣV∗ where U is
an a × a real or complex unitary matrix, Σ is an a
×b rectangular diagonal matrix with non-negative
real numbers on the diagonal and V∗ (the conjugate
transpose of V or simply the transpose of V if V is
real) is an b × b real or complex unitary matrix and
the diagonal entries Σi,i of Σ are known as the
singular values of M[11].The a column and b
column are called the left and right singular vectors
of m. The X is found by multiplying U*D*VT. The
data set is organized into matrix and the data are
normalized. The SVD is calculated by X=UDVT,.U
is calculated by converting row into column matrix,
D is the diagonal matrix of U. The transformation
matrix XT is multiplied on both the sides of U.
Then the new coordinated axis is found by
applying XT on X and then the Singular value is
decomposed.

Di =b0+∑𝒌=𝟏

bk Xk

First the matrix is taken as input for different
classes then the scatter matrices are computed. The
Eigen vectors and Eigen values are calculated for
the scatter matrices. The Eigen vectors are sorted
by decreasing the Eigen values then the samples
are transformed into newer subspace by the
formulae Y=X x W where X is n×d dimensional
matrix is d x k dimensional matrix.
STEP 1: Compute the d-dimensional mean vectors for the
different classes from the dataset.
STEP 2: Compute the scatter matrices (between-class and withinclass scatter matrix).
STEP 3: Compute

the

eigenvectors (e1, e2... ed)

and

corresponding eigenvalues (λ1, λ2... λd) for the scatter
matrices.
STEP 4: Sort the eigenvectors by decreasing eigenvalues and
choose k eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues to form

STEP 1: Organize the dataset in a matrix X

a d×k-dimensional matrix W (where every column represents

STEP 2: Normalize the dataset using Z-score

an eigenvector).

STEP 3: Calculate the singular value decomposition of
the data matrix X=UDVT

STEP 5: Use this d×k eigenvector matrix to transform the
samples onto the new subspace. This can be summarized by

STEP 4: Calculate the variance using the diagonal
element of D

the equation Y = X × W (where X is an n×d-dimensional

STEP 5: Multiply both sides with the transformation
matrix XT

transformed n×k-dimensional

matrix; the ith row represents the ith sample, and Y is the
matrix

with

projected into the new subspace

STEP 6: Find the reduced projected dataset Y in a
new coordinate axis by applying XT on X
Fig.11. LDA Algorithm
Fig.10. SVD Algorithm
Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS)
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a classical
approach for DR used to transform high
dimensional space into lower space.MDS
transforms the dimensional space by calculating the
distance.MDS addresses the problem of
constructing a configuration of t points in

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
Linear discriminant Analysis(LDA) is a
generalization of Fisher's linear discriminant, a
method
used
in statistics, pattern
recognition and machine learning to find a linear
combination of features that
characterizes
or
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Euclidean space by using information about the
distances between the patterns [15]. To solve the
problems of MDS two types of methods have been
used. They are metric method and non-metric
method. The metric method will produce the
original metrics, whereas non-metric method will
rank the values of the object. Here, the matrix is
taken as input in the proximity and the double
centering B is applied to the matrix dataset with the
formulae B=1/2 JP (2) and extract the largest Eigen
vector value and the particular largest value is
derived from the coordinate matrix.

performance comparable to that of original dataset
containing all the attributes [17].The techniques
have to be considered which performing retention
like dependency and significance.
B. Image Processing
Pattern recognition technology in image is an
essential branch in information processing,
financial perspective and management perspective.
It has broad applications and exploring prospects, it
has already become a key research projecting
pattern recognition and artificial intelligence [12].
Dimensionality reduction like Feature extraction is
done to the high dimensional image to distort the
image and the recognition rate of the image is
reduced. Over-fitting in the training model of the
image is recovered by feature extraction. Linear
dimension reduction method performs dimensional
reduction to high dimensional data through
performance target looking for the linear
transformation matrix, but since light, expression,
posture and factors that make the high dimensional
image that have obvious characteristics of
nonlinear manifold [13].Due to curse of
dimensionality, high dimensional data leads to
lower result. Class label context coming from the
spatial configuration of images provides an
additional source of classification information and
therefore taking this contextual information into
account can be beneficial [14].There are different
problems arise in image analysis like

STEP 1: Setup the matrix of squared proximities P (2) =
[p2]
STEP 2: Apply the double centering B=1/2 JP (2) using
the matrix J=I-n-11, Where n is number of objects.
STEP 3: Extract the largest positive Eigen value
λ1…….λm of B and the corresponding m Eigen vectors
e1…..em
STEP 4: A m-dimensional spatial configuration of n
objects is derived from the coordinate matrix
X=Em λ½ m where Em is the matrix of m eigenvectors
and λm is the diagonal matrix of m eigenvalues of B
respectively


Fig.12. MDS Algorithm
V.

DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION IN
VARIOUS FIELD


Dimensionality reduction is used in numerous field
is as follows.


A. Data Mining
Dimensionality reduction is applied to high
dimensional data in order to reduce the features.
Features are the attributes of the data which is
reduced by certain condition. In practice
researchers and practitioners interchangeably use
dimension, feature, variable, and attribute [15].The
reduced features are then used to perform data
mining techniques. Removal of irrelevant data
increases the accuracy of the data. Data
dimensionality reduction(DDR) has become an
important aspect of data mining since human
experts and corporate managers are able to make
better use of lower dimensional data compared to
high dimensional ones[16]. When preprocessing of
the data is done for dimension reduction, it must
focus on describing the dataset using minimum
number of attributes but it must give the

High dimensionality reduction problem in
which it has dimension ranging from
hundreds to thousands of factors and they
are repeated in different point of time and
space.
Soft dimensionality reduction problem in
which the data are not much high and have
direct interpretation.
Visualization problem is one of the
techniques to represent the data. There are
several techniques. When the time
variable is added to the image data there
arise two different types of problems like
statistical dimensionality reduction and
time dependent dimensionality reduction.

C. Network Logs
All networks and systems can be vulnerable to
different types of intrusions [18].When evaluating
textual information the features and space/area
grows larger and will be inadequate. Diffusion map
is a manifold learning method that maps highdimensional data to a low dimensional diffusion
space [18].The manifold learning method performs
the Eigen decomposition of the network data in the
matrix form. The textual information is converted
into feature space for the reduction. The network
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data are numerous because of mapping the textual
form into the matrix for reduction. To find the
coordinate of the system only few variables are
needed to describe the data. The amount of log
lines that needs to be inspected is reduced.
Dimensionality reduction means reducing the
complexity of data while preserving some quantity
of interest [20]. This is useful for system
administrators trying to identify intrusions. The
number of interesting log lines is low compared to
the total number of lines in the log file
[18].Component analysis methods takes the
network data as input. The initial weight which is
attached to the network is very high and fine tuning
i.e. multi layer encode network is done to reduce
the dimensions.

used. Further work is done by performing various
dimensionality reduction algorithms and the
techniques like clustering, classification, etc can be
performed for comparative analysis
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